Happenings

Joyously Thriving

F

alling leaves, lengthening shadows,
cooler temperatures and the return of
steady rain—it’s October in the Puget
Sound. As the waters cool, oysters are
back in season. Sadly, raspberries are not. Some
will grieve the passing of summer, while others
will celebrate the coming of fall.

Let us celebrate and
align with abundance
wherever we find it.
We will explore the topic of joyously thriving
this month. Our theme for the 2021 prosperity
campaign is “Connected as One, Joyously Thriving
in an Evolving World.” Our talks will explore both
our money myths and shadows—it is the month of
Halloween, after all. We will also move into the
light of joyously thriving in all areas of life.
We live in an extravagant universe, abundant
in its expression. However, we must open to that
nature of the Divine or we shall only experience
the limitations of our beliefs. As Ernest Holmes
said, “No person whose entire time is spent in the
contemplation of limitation can demonstrate
freedom from such limitation!”
Let us celebrate and align with abundance
wherever we find it. You can check out the fallen
leaves on my street, if you need an experience of
abundance. Allow the Universe to fill you up so
that you may easily and joyously spill over with
giving. We receive to give.
~ Rev. David

Sunday Mornings
Zoom: 789 699 326
Meditation: 10:45 a.m.
Service: 11 a.m.

Inside:

Prosperity
Campaign &
Helping One of us
to Recover
from Disaster

Sunday Talk Titles
with Rev. David
October 4th ~
What Do I Really Believe?
We can say all the affirmations in the
world but it is our beliefs that create
our experience.
th

October 11 ~
Money, So They Say...
Money myths arising from the mists of
the past.
October 18th ~ Receiving to Give
Most of us have had it backwards.
Turning the myth around.

Brent Pendleton ,
Amy Shephard
& Shani Banai, our beloved
Music & Sound Team

Books of the Month

S

cience of Mind
proposes a science
with a new
relationship between
humans and God. Ernest
Holmes, the founder
of Religious Science
originally published it in
1926. Holmes' writing details how people can
actively engage their mind in creating change
throughout their lives.

October 25th ~ Joyously Thriving
There is no way to prosperity.
Prosperity is the way.

Core Council

Rev. David Robinson, Spiritual Leader
Buffie Finkel, President
Teri Ecterling, Vice President
Larry Gilliam, Treasurer
Jean Hill-Miller, Secretary
Christi Johnson, Member at Large
Barbara Yanagimachi, Member at Large
Message Phone: (360) 255-7878
Mailing address:
3701 Pacific Avenue SE, PMB 327
Olympia, WA 98501
Check us out on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/csloly
Website: www.cslolympia.org
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F

or thousands of
years, spiritual
people have
known that each
individual’s outer life
reflects his or her deeply
held, inner beliefs.
Money is no exception to
this truth. Just as your
previous experiences and
attitudes determine your levels of happiness
and success, they also determine the level of
your prosperity. Your money situations are
direct reflections of your thoughts, beliefs
and attitudes. Now Dr. Alice Bandy has
incorporated these timeless principles into
practical ideas to start using today, along
with powerful exercises that will transform
your relationship to money.
“October is the fallen leaf, but it is also
a wider horizon more clearly seen. It is
the distant hills once more in sight, and
the enduring constellations above them
once again. “
~Hal Borland
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PROSPERITY CAMPAIGN

I

n the month of October, we focus on—are
you ready?—MONEY! Yes, it’s just as much
Spirit as all other expressions, no more,
no less. During this time, we ask for you to
make a specific commitment of support for this
Center for the coming year. We do this for
several reasons; planning our budget,
reaffirming your desire to be a member of this
community and because there’s power in
commitment.
But this month isn’t just about what you
can do for your Center. It’s also about
becoming consciously committed to your own
prosperity. I subscribe to the model of “filling
up and spilling over.” I recently heard someone
say that we receive so that we can give. While
it’s true that God loves a cheerful giver, it’s
equally true that God loves a cheerful
receiver.
The Universe is constantly giving of Itself,
expressing the fullness of Life, Love, Beauty
and all forms of Good. We must receive that
Good. If we close ourselves to receiving,
eventually we will have nothing left to give.
This is true on any level of life.
So, the talks this month are not about “oh,
we neeeeed your money.” They are about your
prosperity and abundance. Join us as we
collectively expand our ability to receive,
retain what we need and share from our
abundance.
~ Rev. David
What if fire were to sweep through our
area? Or an earthquake. What would you
take? Prepare by making a list of the most
important things to take should you need
to quickly evacuate. It’s hard to think
when disaster strikes. Put the list in a quick
to grab place, perhaps on the back of a
door. Think of all the hard to replace things
like photo albums, passports, birth
certificates and other important papers.
As time goes on you will keep thinking
of other things to add to your list.
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An Opportunity to Help

T

he very word fire can bring on
feelings of terror as summer days
drift into the most dreaded season
of the year. So many lives have been lost
this year along with homes and belongings
quickly devoured by voracious flames.
Our Practitioner, Sandy Dell and her
husband, Malcolm, woke up to high winds
and the strong smell of smoke on Labor
Day. They called the Sheriff’s department
and learned a fire was heading in the
direction of their home in rural Orofino,
Idaho. “Prepare for evacuation,” they
were told. As they scurried around
packing bags Malcolm let out a scream.
“The fire is here.” Their front yard was
on fire. They didn’t even have time to
put the things they had gathered up in
the car. As they sped down a mountain a
fallen snag in the road forced the car to
drive through flames on the passenger
side, badly damaging the vehicle. Luckily,
they made it to safety.
In the following days, the Dells found
refuge in a Red Lion hotel and the terror
was replaced by a profound sense of
grace. Everywhere they turned they
found love and support which included
cash, clothing, lap tops, other basic
necessities and even a car. “It was
phenomenal,” Sandy said. “After all the
depressing dissonance on the news in the
past few months, we experienced a whole
other side of people.” Even the landlord
of their rental home gave them $1,000 as
well as a refund on their September rent.
It will take a long time for the Dells to
resettle and recreate their lives. Only two
Corningware bowls survived the fire. Our
CSL community has established a fund for
them and you are invited to donate: by
mail (address on page 2), by using the
Donate button on the website or by using
Text to Give. Be sure to indicate that
your donation is for Sandy Dell.
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Youth & Family Program

I

n October
the youth will learn how they belong to the universe where they live. They are one
O
with the creative genius of this vast array of ceaseless motion, this original flow of life. They
will practice sensing this connection and know their soul belongs to the universe. Using art,
the youth will demonstrate how their mind is an outlet through which creative intelligence of the
universe seeks fulfillment. Adapted from Ernest Holmes, This Thing Called You.
In recognizing the oneness of everything, we
consider how we take care of the earth, our
pets, our home, our family and our friends.
We will read the book
One Good Deed by
Terri Fields. This story
demonstrates the
nature of kindness and
circulation throughout
a neighborhood. We
will co-create a virtual
unity poster.

Second Week:
Inextricably Connected

You are a complex, multidimensional being.
Loving yourself is identifying, accepting, and
loving all parts, including your broader self—
other people. Team-building activities help us
transcend negative feelings of hate,
indifference, anger or other unpleasant
emotions by demonstrating beautifully both our
interdependence and interconnectedness.

Third Week:
Bridge Over Troubled Water

“Know that you are God/the Universe and that
anywhere you focus your consciousness, you
create reality in one of the infinite physical and
nonphysical realms and it all begins with
thought…”
After reading Hey, Little Ant
about perspectives, we
discuss ways we are
responsible for our lives and
how we can choose to express
the creative intelligence of
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the universe as God in
Action. We will unleash
our creative power
with unique art.

Fourth Week:
Bridges That Last

Seeing others as one
is recognizing the
totality of our being is
divine and therefore it is true of everyone
and everything. We will discuss how unity is
not uniformity. We will add a more
compassionate version of the Golden Rule
called the Platinum Rule: “Treat others the
way they want to be treated,” which takes
into account the other’s feelings, ideas,
thoughts, beliefs and cultures.
~ Adrienne Cherry, Youth Director

Youth and teens wrote uplifting
letters to elders in a local shelter
as one of their acts of kindness
projects for September.

First Week: Just Like Me
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L

inda Villegas Bremer
has a new book called
Dwelling in Possibility.
“In each moment, we
have choices. There was a
time when living by default
was my way to live my life.
This meant just accepting
whatever came along. Then
there was a BFO—a blinding flash of the
obvious. Manifesting that which is most
important to me became achievable….
As we navigate our way through time, it's
feasible to pause and take a look around at all
that is viable. To be mindful, to know the
present moment is replete with opportunity,
allows us to really look at our path and
choose again. We can let go of the past and
move beyond history. If we love our present
journey, we are primed for even greater
good.”
The new book and her previous title, Soul
Reflections, are both available on Amazon.

“Respond to
every call that
excites your
spirit.”
~ Rumi

Prayer Support

Council Report

R

ecently, I began creating a timeline
for our church. I plan to include
specific details like when it was
officially incorporated (April, 2005), when
ministers were hired (Rev. David, May, 2017)
and when special events occurred such as
the Community Café (October, 2008).
I am unsure about a lot of dates and
welcome input from long-time community
members. A list of our Core Council members
will be included which is still far from
complete. It leaves me quite breathless to
see how many of our members have stepped
up and served in this essential and rewarding
role over the last 15 years.
I vividly recall Rev. Libby encouraging me
to consider being on Council in 2010. I was
still fairly new to the community, which was
still called Center for Spiritual Awakening.
When I attended my first Core Council
meeting I discovered it wasn’t all that scary
or mysterious. Camille Fastle was our
awesome president. Longtime council
members Terry McClelland, Denny
Kautzmann and Michael Stuart made me feel
welcome and included. The Core Council is a
team with many and varied responsibilities.
The teams get a lot done.
I am so grateful for all the people in our
community who have said yes to service, on
or off Council. I hope my little archive
project inspires you as well when it is
shared. We are a community that learns,
shares and lives powerful spiritual principles,
living connected and whole, and as love in a
world very hungry for it.
~ Buffie Finkel

Practitioners
Call the message phone:
(360)255.7878, ext. 4 to listen to
a prayer recorded by a Practitioner.
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Teresa Bielenberg
Linda Bremer
Sandy Dell
Susan Einhorn
Buffie Finkel
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Marlisa Johnson
Alex Perlman
Sylvia Schroeder
Mary Wilde
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Are You Coping or Thriving?

H

ere we are, waist-deep in 2020,
some of us barely able to squeak
out the words, "What's gonna
happen next?" Some of us have
feared Covid; some of us have had Covid.
Some of us have feared the fires and some of
us have lost a home with everything in it.
There is an election on the horizon with its
own set of unknowns. And the grocery stores!
No bleach. No laundry soap. No chocolate
chip ice cream. Give me a break.
These are the worldly parts of our lives we
came to earth to be a part of, to experience,
to share and from which to learn, play and
love. We also have the opportunity to create
new things, new behaviors and new emotions.
In that sense, it's all OK.
But in another sense, it is not so OK.
Emotions about loss can be hard. And, if the
loss is great, we find ourselves devastated,
buffeted by strong winds, hanging on to
whatever we can grab in order to keep our
sanity and a bit of life as we know it.
With so many, many things changing, what
can we count on? Certainly not having toilet
paper. For some of us, not even our homes.
What, then, is left, that will not change on
us? Is there anything we can trust?
The only answer is the place of peace
within. This sacred spiritual center within us
has been there from before we were born and

will be with us, after we transition to our
next great expression.
That place of Spirit, that Godspace, dwells
in our heart and lets us feel at peace,
comforted, inspired, safe and not alone. It
renews us and allows us to be made new in
every moment. And it can be accessed
whenever we take the time to align with it.
It just takes willingness to knock at that door,
to sit peacefully, and to align with the
Presence that will always be there for us and
will never change. Ernest Holmes wrote:
“I know that I am not limited by anything
that has happened, or by anything that is
now happening. I know that I am entering
into an entirely new set of conditions and
circumstances...I am guided by the same
Intelligence and inspired by the same
Imagination which scatters the moonbeams
across the waves, and holds the forces of
nature in Its grasp...I am aware that the
Truth is making me free from any belief in
want, lack, or limitation...I have a feeling
of security and of ability to do anything
that I should do...Therefore, I stand
‘amidst the eternal ways’ and let the winds
of God blow full and free around me.”
From This Thing Called You,
by Ernest Holmes
~ Mary Wilde, RScP

“I remember it as October days
are always remembered, cloudless,
maple-flavored, the air gold and
so clean it quivers.”
~ Leif Enger, Peace Like a River
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Meet Camille Pedersen
surrounded by nature.
ear can paralyze us. When we
“We consider that phone
walk through it, we realize how
call to be one of the
powerful we are. This was an
many miracles which
important life lesson for Camille
have guided us in our
Pedersen whom you can see nearly every
lives together,” Camille
Sunday on Zoom. “Rev. David’s recent
explained. “We continue
newsletter article on Facing the Fear really
to love this town.”
spoke to me,” she shared. “I can say from
Bill and Camille have
experience that each time I conquered a
now lived in Olympia for
fear, I became closer to Spirit. Each time
40 years. They enjoy
that happened, a stronger faith entered my
their fur-baby, Sheba, a German Shepherd
life.”
mix. She makes them laugh and
Camille faced a fear of
assures they won’t take life too
the water by learning to
“I can say from
seriously. Six nieces and nephews
swim at age 30 and then
experience that and their folks round out their
becoming a scuba diver. She
family.
faced a fear of heights to
each time I
Retirement brought time for
become a field archer. She
conquered a fear, Camille’s sense of adventure to
often had to stand on the
kick in when she realized a
high edge of one side of a
I became
childhood dream of taking tap
ravine and shoot downward
closer to Spirit.” dancing and piano lessons. “It was
across to the other side.
a thrill to be in a few recitals,”
Facing her shyness brought
says this brave woman. The couple
Camille to a place where she
also love to boat, fish, hike in the mountains
was comfortable speaking publicly and
and attend live theater performances.
being a facilitator. She grew emotionally
The question of how Bill and Camille are
and spiritually each time she let go of
doing in the self-isolation situation was
limiting beliefs.
answered with, “We are doing fine.” They
Camille and her husband, Bill, grew up
enjoy each other’s company, as well as their
in New York City. After marriage, their
separate interests which they can enjoy at
search for the perfect home took them to
home.
two different cities in Oregon and to San
Camille is grateful to have found CSL. She
Diego for quite a few years. Escaping the
enjoys the teachings; the warm, loving folks
crowds was their intention for their next
and Rev. David’s excellent talks. “After a
home. Then Bill received a phone call
Sunday service, especially the in-person
asking him if he wanted to manage an
ones, I often feel like I’ve been bathed in
insurance claims office in Olympia. A
sunlight and powered forward for the coming
weekend in Olympia was all they needed to
week,” she declared.
say “Yes!” They both love their home in
~ Linda Sickles
the woods and are energized by being

F
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Men’s Coffee
The CSL Men's coffee group enjoys a
Zoom gathering on Fridays from
10 a.m. to Noon. ID: 701 663 3216
Denny Kautzmann also hosts some
meetings in his home. For more info
contact: CSLDenny@gmail.com
The Women’s Circle will meet on Saturday,
October 17th. All CSL women are warmly
invited to attend our gatherings. To be added to
the Women’s Circle email list please contact
Carol Kautzmann: ckremedy4u@gmail.com

GATHERING
VIRTUALLY

Shani Banai,
Sound Technician
Adrienne Cherry,
Youth Director

STAFF

Sunday services, meetings and
other gatherings are now
held exclusively on Zoom.
Please join us.
Sunday service ID# is:
789 699 326

Brent Pendleton,
Music Director

Sacred Sunday Meditation
Sunday, October 18th
6 to 7 p.m.
No cost, no dogma. Just
sweet, deep time with Spirit
in communion with others.
Use Sunday Service Zoom ID#

Marlisa Johnson,
Bookkeeper
Tiffany Merkel,
Administrative Assistant
Sandy Dell,
Website
Karyn Lindberg,
Newsletter Editor
Message Phone
(360) 255-7878
Website:

www.cslolympia.org

Contact cslolyoffice@gmail.com
for passwords.
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